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Achieving
Rapid
Growth

ClozeLoop Inc. 
www.clozeloop.com

According to Harvard Business Review, many strategies fail
when "leaders focus on the parts rather than the whole." 

Sales transformation does not require boiling the ocean,
huge lengths of time,  or an over-engineered processes. 
 What it requires is thinking big, acute focus, and execution.

ClozeLoop Success
"The Best in the Business."
You already know that it's a mistake to treat a sales initiative like an
event. Sales effectiveness requires initial impact, implementation,
reinforcement, and rigor to drive exponential return on
your investment.

That said, the dirty secret is that most sales trainers or strategy
organizations count on re-training, licensing fees, and quarterly
SKO's with you to generate more revenue.

Client Data from CustomerEvidence 2021 Survey: 

ClozeLoop provides the only modern B2B platform for companies seeking to drive rapid growth. Whether
your growth requires more opportunities at the top of the funnel, better qualification and discovery,
higher conversion from demo to close, shortened sales cycles, ramping new reps, or developing
managers into high-performance coaches - the ClozeLoop Platform will quickly get you there.

2.75 Months to ROI on average

40% were struggling to build pipeline

84% had no clear sales methodology

26% had poor demo conversion rates

"We hit 126% of quota in the
first quarter after working with
you."

"...increased close rate from
15% to 25% and decreased
deal cycle by 35%"



Accelerate Revenue Growth

Optimize Seller Performance

Create Competitive Differentiation

Onboard & Ramp Quickly

Build Strong Sales Managers

Provide Tools for Scale

Whether your company is a startup, in mid to late-stage growth,
an enterprise company, or an investor in one of the above...

ClozeLoop has demonstrated consistent success in partnering to:

Rapid Growth:
Partnering for Scale
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We discreetly
work with the

fastest-growing
companies on

the planet. 

COVID-19 has had a significant effect on buyer
behavior, and the economy has forced difficult
decisions for many executives and sales leaders.

Sales reps need to innovate and leverage data as
buying habits have changed. Meanwhile, managers
are asked to find new ways to improve seller
productivity, and leaders still need to drive
predictable growth through uncertainty.

We've partnered with the fastest-growing
companies to do just that.



2021 Challenges By the Numbers

42% creating urgency
35% overcoming price objections
50% of prospects are not a good fit 

The biggest challenges salespeople listed are:

27% sales turnover is average
85% companies report increase
in product line, complexity and
new markets 

According to Harvard Business Review:

According to HubSpot:

40% of
businesses

missed their
revenue
targets.

Only 24% of
salespeople
beat quota

last year
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*Hybrid sellers are those that use: video tools, email,
social, text, phone, and are occasionally in-person.

85% of leaders expect that hybrid sellers
will be the most common sales role in the
org in the next 3 years.*

-McKinsey & Co
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Whether you are trying to create or maintain momentum, we partner with your sales, customer success, and
marketing teams for growth planning, training delivery, process integration, and ongoing success.

 
We consistently deliver results in 90 days for our clients because we know you don't have time for long-drawn-
out sales initiatives. ClozeLoop Core aligns strategy & execution, delivers live and online training, and supports

managers with coaching and certification to move the needle faster than anyone else in the business. 
 

Why ClozeLoop?

Strategy

Staff

Systems

Skills

To optimize impact, we partner
with you to clearly understand the
unique makeup of your team, your
buyers, and your process.

Then we customize to your
company, deliver multi-platform
training to managers and individual
contributors, and position you for
ongoing success. 



Our Approach:
Your Path to
Success
Typical Engagement Path

1

3

Strategy
 

Systems
 

Staff 
 

Skills

Best-in-Class
Training

 
Digital Learning

Resources
 

Office Hours and
Coaching

 
Course Certification

On-Demand/
Instructor-Led

Curriculum
 

Customized
Workbooks, Materials

 
Role-specific
Certification

 
Paths Playbook

Architecture

Assess 

Deliver

Design

Support

2

4

Lifetime Course Access
 

Field Guides
 

Recertification Paths
 

Email/Slack Support
 

Call/Demo Review
 

Office Hours
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ClozeLoop Core:
Market &
Message
The ClozeLoop Market & Message workshop
enables Sales, Marketing, Success, and
Enablement teams to align on:

Market Segmentation

Competitive Analysis

The Winning Zone (t)

Persona & Job-To-Be-Done

Sales Messages across Products

Provide Tools for Scale

Problem Statements 

Pain Questions

This framework session focuses on tactical
differentiation versus direct and indirect
competitors, identifying and understanding
the problems you solve for your highest value
buyers, and moving sellers from pitching to
becoming trusted advisors uncovering pain.

With more than 6 people involved in the
purchase decisions, your entire company will
come away with clarity regarding marketing
messaging, top of funnel conversation tracks,
sales frameworks, and post sell
value propositions.

Fast Impact On:
ARR/MRR

Conversion

Sales Productivity

Pipeline Velocity

Upsell & Cross-Sell

Deal Size (ACV / ASP)

Customer Acquisition Costs
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ClozeLoop Core:
Triangle
Selling
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For Management:
Avoid retraining. Triangle Selling
was built to provide synergy between
strategy and execution, with clear
frameworks built for front-line
manager enablement (accountability
and reinforcement) to align with
leadership goals. 

No other selling methodology is
built for this critical integration.

It goes without saying that all sales
training is not created equally.

Unstructured tips and tricks are
almost as bad as top-down, over-
engineered charts and graphs that
impress management but are
never used by salespeople.

We've been training salespeople
for over 15 years. We know what
a salesperson needs, and
what's useless.

In the sales process, knowing what
to do and actually doing it are two
different things. Triangle Selling is
the most modern and effective
sales methodology available
today, with frameworks to support
your entire sales process.

If your sales team uses any
combination of phone, video,
chatbots, intent data, social or
email - these frameworks are
relevant and quickly move the
needle on revenue.

Fast Impact On:
Top of Funnel Conversion

Discovery & Qualification

Demo Conversion

Competitive Wins

Pipeline Accuracy

Pipeline Velocity

Individual Quota Attainment
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ClozeLoop Core:
C.O.A.C.H.
Framework

Fast Impact On:
Transparency & Visibility

Rep Growth & Promotion

Management Impact

In-Quarter Performance

Sales Rep Retention

Sales Productivity

Forecast Accuracy

Identify Challenges

Outline the Path to Success

Co-create Action Plans

Persona & Job-To-Be-Done

Articulate Consequences

Hold People Accountable

Coaching is the activity that has the
greatest impact on individual human
performance in a team setting. The
best sales coaches:

This framework workshop completely
transforms sales organizations by enabling
managers to expertly engage in coaching
conversations at every level of of the
company.

By supporting front line management
responsible for team numbers, veteran
sellers who may be reluctant to adapt to
change, account executives who are
focused on closing skills, and sales
development reps balancing quality and
quantity of activity- this workshop provides
the foundation.
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T.E.A.M.
Framework
You know that all of the technology,
data, systems, and product features in
the world cannot replace the need for a
predictable, high-performing team. When
complete, this program creates
significant and enduring
competitive advantage.

Hiring, onboarding and ramping
salespeople are critical functions of
any fast-growth company. This
management-level framework
workshop creates expertise in:

Fast Impact On:
Hiring Top Performers

Interview Time & Process

Time to Ramp

Onboarding Process

Professional Development

Keeping Top Performers

Process Predictability

Employee Evaluation

Talent Acquisition:
The ability to identify, interview, and hire
the right people, at t=he right time to
drive your business goals.

Engage New Hires
Convert candidates to producers, quickly
getting them up to speed and executing
on the activities necessary to drive
revenue goals.

Accelerate Performance:
Drive continuous improvement around
competencies proven to lead to
consistent results.

Mastery and Progression:
Enable employees to achieve mastery in
their current role, and develop both
strategic and tactical competencies for
future positions.
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Sales Enablement:

Sales
Playbooks
Territory Plans
Certifications
Sales Playbooks:
A well-designed, relevant, and highly utilized
sales playbook creates teams that engage with
more prospects, produce more pipeline, and
close more deals. A playbook creates more
consistent top performers, more quickly. It also
closes the gap between your top performers
and everyone else.

Territory and Account Plans:
Territory planning ensures that your sales team
is targeting the right (and most profitable)
customers in the most efficient way. Account
plans are nested within territories to guide
sellers in the most effective way to optimize
revenue and growth in their respective patch.

Certification Paths
Certification paths offer teams a direct route to their professional career aspirations aligned to goals of their role,
department and the organization. Individuals cannot create a profession based upon disconnected, ad-hoc
training. But when team-validated, systemic training is applied? It develops mastery, increases employee
retention, and grows formidable teams. 

SDR to Account Executive

Account Executive

Strategic Account Executive

Sales Engineer

Customer Success

Sales Enablement

Management 



B Y  A N N E  M A R I E  C A R T E R S

Sales managers often struggle

to find success as they were

promoted into a role with no

training and little coaching.

The ClozeLoop Management

Certification is intended to

develop high-potential

managers and covers key

aspects of sales management,

including:

Coaching:  Conduct effective

coaching sessions that move

metrics.

Hiring: Execute effective hiring,

interviewing and onboarding

processes.

Training: Conduct methodology

and knowledge training sessions

with teams.

Accountability & Admin: 

 Leverage tools and reporting to

optimize team performance.

Leadership: Communicate

vision and company goals

consistently and tactically.

Mentorship: Equip managers

with the ability to develop

mentees, engage mentors, and

foster an environment of

mentorship around them within

the organization. 

DEMO
The first step of the demo

certification is a role play,

where the salesperson

conducts a mock demo with

ClozeLoop to demonstrate

mastery of the S.H.A.R.E.

framework for demos.

As a final step, a real-life demo

is submitted and graded

against our rubric that includes

their ability to use S.H.A.R.E.,

and also create velocity into the

next meeting or to disqualify. 

Sellers who complete demo

certification treat demos as

conversations, not

presentations, and are able to

use demos to create velocity

and drive to close. 

DISCOVERY
Our certification process

confirms that salespeople know

and actually practice effective

discovery.

The knowing portion of the

certification asks multiple-

choice and short answer

questions to confirm a strong

understanding of what was

learned during training.

 

To inspect the salesperson's

ability to apply training, we ask

them to submit a discovery call

where they are able to uncover

pain, manage objections as

they arise, and set clear next

steps, while applying other

elements of training as-needed.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
B2B professional sellers want skills they can apply to their workflow to

create more opportunities, generate velocity in their pipelines, and

close more (and bigger) deals.  The certification path allows a learner

and their company to validate their expertise and create incremental

opportunities for growth. ClozeLoop certification is industry-recognized.

CLOZELOOP CERTIFICATION PATHS

MANAGEMENT

UPON COMPLETION OF COURSE WORK, SALESPEOPLE BECOME CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATION
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Over $80 Billion dollars per
year is spent on training
efforts because of the need for
consistent reinforcement.

Old-fashioned training
methodologies were created
before the Internet (MEDDIC,
SPIN, BANT, Sandler) and well
before the tech-enabled seller.

Old-fashioned sales training
typically provides zero
management transparency or
direct alignment between 
 strategy and execution.

Why Triangle Selling?
Triangle Selling has been proven to quickly move the
needle on things like increased ARR/MRR, shortened
sales cycles, increased conversion, and higher
average sales. Triangle Sellers have higher retention
versus sales reps who attempt to use older, more
convoluted sales methods because the Triangle
frameworks were built with the modern seller's
workflow in mind.

Triangle Selling is the only sales methodology
designed for the modern era. Triangle Selling not
only adapts to the modern Buyers Journey, but also
works within any technology or data in the sales
process - essential to any fast-growth company in 2021.

Triangle Selling was built with both leadership, and
sales rep in mind. While strategy is set at the highest
level, it falls to front line management to provide
oversight which requires transparency into process,
while sellers must be equipped to execute tactically at
a consistently effective performance level. 

The Training
Problem



C
ur
ri
cu

lu
m 01 Trusted Advisor & Rapport

Uncovering Pain

Creating Velocity & Commitment

Uncovering Resources

Managing Resistance

Momentum between Meetings

Social, Email, Video, Data

Generating Referrals

Framework which provides the keys to advanced
selling psychology.

02 Frameworks to move from pitching features and benefits
to creating value by uncovering pain.

03 Frameworks for driving buyer urgency, commitment and
priority in the sales process.

04 Framework for uncovering financial, political, technology,
and human resources needed to close.

05 Advanced framework beyond "objection handling" to drive
buyer decision-making.

06 Framework for complex or long sales cycles to maintain top
of mindedness and incremental activity.

07 Frameworks for modern selling outreach, use of data
analytics, and integration with marketing.

08 Framework used by sellers to generate pipeline from
introductions and referrals.

EXAMPLE



C
ur
ri
cu

lu
m 01 Personal Inventory

Recruiting Talent

Accountability & Measurement

Territory Management

Developing People

Strategy & Leadership

Culture & Retention

Understand core competencies of a successful manager and
map opportunities for growth.

02 Building the team; from how to leverage your network to
establishing competencies, interview strategy, hiring
rubrics, and evaluation of talent. 

03 Spreadsheets, CRM data, report management; how the sea
of sales data tells a story and how to leverage it for impact.

04 Understanding data, math, activity, and execution
strategies necessary to drive company objectives. 

05 From onboarding to ongoing, strategies and frameworks
for developing people and optimizing perrformance.

06 Understanding and communicating the Big Picture; how to
inspire, motivate and connect the dots from board level to
front lines.

07 Strategies for creating a culture the wins; margin gains
theory; managing Work-From-Home; crisis management; 5
types of management conversations .

EXAMPLE

Triangle Management



B Y  A N N E  M A R I E  C A R T E R S

IMPACT
The response from the market

was strong, and meetings

flowed onto the team’s

calendar. 

During the process, ClozeLoop

observed that the non-founder

sales leader was reluctant to

prospect and did not perform

well in selling conversations, so

we made the recommendation

that he be removed and

replaced by a head of sales who

could drive toward Series A. 

This new hire came in and led

the team to rapid growth,

eventually leading to an 8-figure

Series A round of funding, as

ClozeLoop continued to advise

along the way.

CHALLENGE
Following their seed funding,

this 10-person YCombinator-

backed AI company had been

heads-down building their

product for the last three years

and had yet to see any revenue. 

With a technical CEO and a

salesperson who had no track

record managing prospect

conversations, they were

unclear whether a lack of

success was due to the product

or sales execution.

Like most VC-backed

companies, they needed to

achieve significant growth

milestones in order to raise

their next funding round, and

there was little time to waste.

OVERVIEW
Was it time to start selling? This seed-stage company didn’t know, so

they engaged ClozeLoop to find out. Our GTM Assessment and field
tests determined that there was an incredible opportunity to be had,

so ClozeLoop built out a growth engine that propelled them to a

strong Series A.

SOLUTION
ClozeLoop rolled out our seed

Accelerator GTM Strategy
fundamentals to run fast

experiment sprints to define

messaging, media for outreach,

persona targets, data sources,

and repeatable sales process. 

 

ClozeLoop helped design

activity targets and provided

focused coaching and training

to the team to eliminate

roadblocks along the way 

to demonstrating revenue

traction.

SEED STAGE AI  COMPANY -  TESTING FOR
PRODUCT-MARKET-FIT

• Zero revenue to 
  $12MM Series A

CLOZELOOP CASE STUDY

• Rapid growth led 
  to a $25MM Series    
  B 12-months later

HIGHLIGHTS



B Y  A N N E  M A R I E  C A R T E R S

SERIES C COMPUTER SOFTWARE COMPANY -
FULL ENGAGEMENT

OVERVIEW
Constant leadership changes created uncertainty among the sales

team, which meant the sales process wasn’t being followed and sales

performance suffered.

Faced with aggressive revenue goals, a tight timeline, and no clarity as

to how to get there, the company reached out to ClozeLoop for

strategic guidance.

IMPACT
Within 6 months, the client had

achieved their goal of

profitability which positioned

management to retain equity

and operate the business

without another round of

external funding.

This milestone resulted from

salespeople conducting strong

discovery, providing compelling

demos, and managers coaching

consistently. 

All the while, sales development

performance improved, and

top performers were retained
through progressive skill

development and promotion
into sales or management roles,  

using ClozeLoop frameworks.

With enablement certification
in place, training and

certifications continued without

having to pay ClozeLoop

additional fees.

CHALLENGE

SDRs struggling to convert

leads

Sales management not

coaching

No clear promotion paths

for internal sales reps

Incredibly low win rates

Following their Series C funding

round, executive management

needed to reach profitability

prior to their next round for a

greater valuation. 

Recent turnover in leadership

and the failure to follow sales

process resulted in:

Sales reps were starting to leave

instead of growing with the

company.

SOLUTION
ClozeLoop rolled out Triangle
Selling  & Success training and

certification programs to
sales development, SMB, Mid-

Market, Enterprise, Customer

Success, and Customer

Support. 

In addition, ClozeLoop's Sales
Enablement Certification
Program equipped the

enablement team and

managers to perpetually

maintain the training, onboard

new hires effectively, and

provide career growth paths 

for each role well after the

completion of the engagement.

• $100K per month 
  burn rate to 
  profitable in less 
  than 6 months

• Full adoption of 
  Triangle Selling 
  across SDR, AE, 
  SE, and CS teams

CLOZELOOP CASE STUDY

HIGHLIGHTS



Clozeloop Inc. 

We DO NOT franchise or have part-time 1099's on our delivery team.
 

Our team spans the globe, from San Francisco to New York, and from Jacksonville to Johannesburg! 
 

Our backgrounds include executive management, analysts, management consultants, t
rainers, and sales practitioners.

 
At just under 20 analysts, consultants, trainers, client success leaders, and engagement managers we consistently

over-deliver, always on time, and we absolutely ensure that our clients achieve their goals.
 

Consider ClozeLoop for your next sales initiative.

Email us today:
success@clozeloop.com

Now What?
CONSIDER CLOZELOOP


